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Good Morning Mr. Chairman and members of the House Local Government 
Committee. My name is George T. Merovich, President of the Outdoor 
Advertising Association of Pennsylvania and I will be testifying today in 
opposition to HB-2085 and HB 1237. 

The Outdoor Advertising Association of Pennsylvania, as a trade association, 
has been in existence since 1933. 

The Outdoor Advertising Association of Pennsylvania consists of (33) member 
Outdoor Advertising companies and suppliers which includes all of the major 
Outdoor Advertising companies in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
including the (3) largest Outdoor Advertising companies in the United States, 
namely ; Clear Channel, CBS and Lamar. Our member companies operate 
more than 95% of the standardize'd Outdoor Advertising located in the 
Commonwealth. 

In  Pennsylvania, approximately 35% of all monies spent for Outdoor 
Advertising, is spent by Travel and Tourism related businesses, which include : 
hotels, motels, resorts, campgrounds, restaurants, ski areas, amusement parks, 
wineries, whitewater rafting, bus tours, museums, bed & breakfast, casinos, etc., 
making Travel and Tourism one of the fastest growing sales categories in the 
Outdoor Industry. 

Statewide, Outdoor Advertising spends more than $74.4 million dollars annually 
on : payrolls, property taxes, permit fees, utilities, property leases and vendor 
purchases in their respective Local communities. 



In addition, these same Outdoor Advertising companies combined, donate more 
than $18.6 million dollars annually in advertising space to a myriad of public 
service entities and governmental agencies across the Commonwealth, including 
the Amber Alert program and the FBI. 

HB-2085 
Simply stated, HB-2085 would PROHIBIT, by way of a mandate from the 
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code ( PMPC ) all Advertising Signs - 

within 500' of an  existing school, public playground, public park, residential 
housing area, child care facility, church, meetinghouse or  other actual place of 
regularly stated religious worship OR State-designated highway. 

An Advertising Sign MAY be located less than 500' from the above stated places 
or areas by majority vote of the governing body of the effected municipality. 
I t  also would required that said municipality, prior to any vote, hold a public 
hearing within 14 days of such vote. I t  would also require that all land owners 
within 500' of the proposed Advertising Sign location be notified. 

Current Limitations and Regulations on Advertising Signs 

Currently the Outdoor Advertising Industry is regulated by : 
- Federal Government : Highway Beautification Act 1965 
- Pennsylvania State Government : Ontdoor Advertising Control Act 
1971 

- Over 2500 Local Municipal entities, each having there own zoning 
ordinances regulating Ontdoor Advertising. 

A) Federal and State 
* Along Federal Interstate Highways, Outdoor Advertising Signs are only 

permitted in cities and boroughs in areas currently zoned industrial or  
commercial or  in townships only if zoned industrial or  commercial as of 
September 21,1959. Along the federal primary system, and if unzoned, 
only if used for industrial or  commercial purposes. Even when 
signs are  permitted in industrial or commercial areas, there are 



dimensional requirements imposed dealing with spacing between signs, 
setbacks from interchanges, setback from the right-of-way, illumination 
and other regulations. In summary, an  Outdoor Advertising Sign is only 
permissible along federal highways in industrial o r  commercial areas 
and even then subject to intense dimensional limitations. 

B) Local Zoning is Imposed on Outdoor Advertising Signs in Municipalities in 
the Commonwealth. 

" Efforts vary from total prohibition of Outdoor Advertising Signs to - 

dimensional regulations dealing with size of advertising sign face, height, 
setback, right-of-way, setback from residential districts, spacing from 
other signs, prohibitions in certain commercial o r  industrial zones, and a 
host of other dimensional limitations imposed by local government. 

C) In  order to erect an Outdoor Advertising sign along a Federal aid primary o r  
Interstate Highway, it is necessary for an Outdoor Advertising company to 
obtain (2) permits; (I) from Penn DOT and another from the host 
municipality. NO Outdoor Advertising signs are permitted in agricultural or 
residential areas. 

- OPPOSITION POINTS - 

* Under the enabling provisions o r  the PMPC, ALL municipalities in the 
Commonwealth, CURRENTLY have all of the local authority necessary, by 
ordinancelregulation, to regulate Advertising Signs in the manner that would 
be mandated by HB-2085 

* Under HB-2085, Advertising Signs would be the ONLY land use specifically 
regulated by the PMPC 

"Under HB-2085, Advertising Signs would be the ONLY land use on which 
specific regulation would be so mandated by the PMPC. 

" Under HB-2085, Advertising signs would be the ONLY specific land use that 
would be required by the PMPC to have a hearing as part of the application 
process. The requirement of a hearing is CURRENTLY a municipal option 
already .... Special Exception, Conditional Use, etc. 



" Under HB-2085, Advertising signs would be the ONLY specific land use for 
which specific criteria for a hearing (at least 14 days prior ......) would be 
mandated by the PMPC. 

* Under HB-2085, Advertising signs would be the ONLY specific land use for 
which specific criteria for "public notice of all owners of real property" (500') 
would be mandated by the PMPC. 

* In  the event HB-2085 were to be utilized by a specific municipality to prohibit 
all Advertising Signs {by denying all applications) such could render the - 

municipality vulnerable to a legal challenge by the applicant(s) under the 
prohibitive, exclusionary or de facto provisions of the PMPC. 

- Why are Advertising Signs being singled out 
- Why are  Advertising Signs being discriminated against 
- Why are  municipalities being mandated by State Law to not only regulate 

ONLY ONE specific land use, Advertising Signs, but are also being mandated 
to set specific criteria for, 1) the hearing process and, 2) the real property 
owner notification (500') for this ONE specific land use.. .. Advertising Signs. 

" On premise signs, convenience stores, restaurants, hotels, junkyards, bars, fast 
food, used car lots, casinos, gas service stations, lumber yards, adult oriented 
businesses, etc., etc., etc ...... NONE of which are specifically regulated by the 
PMPC, 

WHY Advertising Signs. 

* I t  is my understanding that the PMPC is enabling legislation and was not 
intended to specifically regulate a particular land use. 

* This legislation would add a 4'h level of regulation to Advertising 
Signs .... specific PMPC regulations, the onls so regulated land use in the 
Commonwealth. 

" This is an unnecessary duplication and we ask you to oppose HB 2085. 

Thank you. 
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HB 1237 has (3) components : 1) authorizing municipalities to acquire highway 
corridor conservation easements, 2) providing for highway corridor overlay 
zoning, 3) for outdoor advertising permits. Outdoor advertising is the only - 
entity specifically listed. 

Section 2 Paragraph 2 states "To better enable municipalities to control the 
erection and maintenance of Outdoor Advertising Devices". 
* Under the enabling provisions of the PMPC, All municipalities in the 

Commonwealth, CURRENTLY possess all of the local authority necessary, by 
ordinance/regulation, to regulate Outdoor Advertising Devices to a greater 
extent than is suggested in HB-1237. 

- Section 2 Paragraph 2 (i) (ii) (iii) is a virtual restate of Section 2 of Act #I60 the 
Outdoor Advertising Control Act of 1971. 

* Is HB-1237 Highway Corridor Conservation and Highway Corridor Overlay 
legislation o r  another "Outdoor Advertising Control Act" 

- Section 3 "Definitions" under Outdoor Advertising Device, this Section 
exempts out every other sign in the Commonwealth EXCEPT Outdoor 
Advertising Devices. 

* On Premises signs neither the 100' restaurant, truck stop o r  
hotel signs that are  seen along the Interstates or the flashing, scrolling and 
blinking on premise signs are mentioned. 

- Section 5 (a) Highway Corridor Overlay : States in part ..... the zoning 
ordinance o r  amendment thereto establishing the Highway Corridor Overlay 
district may include, but shall not be limited to, any of the following 
66 ....... including limitations on the use of property for Outdoor Advertising 
Devices. 

* Again, Outdoor Advertising Devices is the ONLY land use specifically 
addressed. 



Section 6 Outdoor Advertising Permits : States in part ... a municipality may, by 
ordinance, provide for the permitting of Outdoor Advertising Devices proposed, 
constructed or maintained within the limits of the municipality in order too 
promote the purpose of this act. 
* What follows is (3) pages of instruction and requirements for Outdoor 
Advertising which under part (b) states ..... shall include, 

- Unzoned municipal instructions 
-Issuance of permits instructions 
-Allowance to exceed HB-1237 standards 
- Renewal of permits (in accordance with the PMPC 
- Provisions for prompt review 
- Permit review in 60 days 
- Permit decision should be in writing 
- Designation of a "Sign Administrator" 
- Sign Administrator shall not be a member of the governing body 
- Provisions for appeal 
- Provisions for revocation of permits and fine amounts 
- Provisions not to regulate content 
- Disallowance of prohibitions 
- No contractual interference 

In a puzzling juxtaposition with Highway Conservation Easements and Highway 
Corridor Overlays are these extremely detailed and specific requirements 
mentioned above, relative to only one specific land use in the 
Commonwealth. .... .Outdoor Advertising. 

Not on premise signs, not strip malls, not mega farms, not trucking companies, 
no manufacturing facilities but ONLY Outdoor Advertising has specific 
regulatory requirements included as part of this legislation dealing with 
Highway Conservation Easements and Highway Corridor Overlays. 



In the enabling legislation of the PMPC and the tools and guidelines therein 
contained, All municipalities are empowered NOW, at  their option, to readily 
adopt any or all of the above requirements and regulations and have the ability 
to adopt much more specific and stringent regulations for Outdoor Advertising. 

* We ask you to oppose HB 1237. 

Thank you 




